
Amaike Super Organza 

Amaike textile industry co., ltd.／ Ms. Chika ASAI／ chika-asai@amaike.jp／ +81(0) 767-57-3633／ 59-1 To-bu Kokuga-machi Nanao-shi, Ishikawa 926-0037 Japan

http://amaike.jp/

Company Profile
Founded in 1956. In 1965 incorporated under the name of Amaike textile industry Co,. Ltd. In 

response to high demand, we have been developing and providing high quality products for various 

markets. Since in 2005 produced the lightest and thinnest fabric in the world under the name of 

Amaike Super Organza. First featured at the Paris Collection in 2006, exported to major international 

brands. 

Products/ Concept
The concept is based on “air, water and light” gentle as air, moist like drizzle glistening like
sunlight on the surface of water.

Our scarves and pocket chiefs are made of a very fine 7 denier (27 microns)  polyester organza 
thread, about one fifth or sixth the thickness of hair and the fabric weighting just 10 grams per square 
meter as if they are weight-less.

Production processes include weaving, dyeing, pleating and sewing. 
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Kitchenware Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

Original Print Scarf Pianissimo
Retail price in Japan:￥13,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 6cm x D 6cm x H 25cm

Weight: 54g

<ITEM２>

Print Pocket Chief
Retail price in Japan:￥3,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 5cm x D 5cm x H 20cm

Weight:: 30g

<ITEM3>

Original Print Mask
Retail price in Japan:￥2,700（Excluding tax）
Size: W 16cm x D cm x H 11cm

Weight: 9g

Hight blocking rate against cedar pollen(about 25 microns) : 99.6% and breathable.

Silk Dynamic Gradation Scarf (Navy Gold)
Retail price in Japan:￥18,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 6cm x D 6cm x H 25cm

Weight: 55g



AOYAMA KOHAZE

＜Aoyama Industrial Lab.Co.,Ltd.＞／＜kayo KUBO＞／＜info@aoyama-kohaze.com＞／＜＋81.79.558.8418＞／＜〒669-2202 366-1 Higashibuki Tambasasayama Hyogo ）＞

https://kohaze.net

Company Profile

We began our company in 1919, as a machinery equipment & spare parts manufacturer. 

Then, we decided to manufacture Kohaze machines. We became the first company of this 

industry, and strengthened our position as the top manufacturer through realizing 

semiautomatic manufacturing of Kohaze and devising the products themselves.In

addition,we create products that meet the needs of our customers, and we are engaged in 

product. development from the manufacture of precision machines to the processing of 

metal and rubber products.

Products/ Concept

It is an original tabi using the fabric of luxury

and natural indigo selvedgs.
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery

<ITEM1>

Selvedgs Tabi
Retail price in Japan:￥17000（Excluding tax）
Size: W18 cm x D30 cm x H3cm

Weight: 118g

<ITEM２>

Wrist wear
Retail price in Japan:￥5455（Excluding tax）
Size: W 26~28cm x D 13cm x H 1cm

Weight:: 75g



ARTPHERE

ARTPHERE ／ Takuma Morishita (Mr.) ／ morishita@artphere.com／+81-796-23-5201 ／ 164-5, Kamikage, Toyooka, Hyogo 668-0011 Japan

https://artphere.com/

Company Profile

ARTPHERE is a major bag brand of Toyooka, a major bag-producing city in Japan, and is 

a long established producer of OEM Bag Maker’s factory brand. In 2006 a brand of bags 

was created especially for travelling artists coming to sketch Toyooka, known for its rich 

outdoor environment and natural landscapes.

Products/ Concept

An entirely new Dulles bag was born from new leather 3D graphic design fused with the 

traditional techniques of Toyooka. The surprisingly spacious compartment and beautifully 

designed streamlined body mesmerized the world, wining it the 2009 German ‘iF Product 

Design Award’. The distinctive feature of the “Dulles Bag” bag, is its wide reinforced 

opening frame style, one of ARTPHERE’s field of specialties.
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<ITEM1>

New Dulles TOUCH F4
Retail price in Japan : ￥41,800

Size : W34cm×H38cm×D9.5cm

Weight 1,450g

<ITEM3>

FORTE Backpack

Retail price in Japan : ¥29,700
Size : W33×H38×D14cm

Weight : 1,550g

<ITEM２>

TONDO Dulles Backpack

Retail price in Japan : ¥35,200
Size : W30×H46×D17cm

Weight : 1,600g

Fashion and Accessories



BAGERA

BAGERA ／ TAKADA NAOKO／ info@bagera.jp ／ 81-78-861-8148 ／ 3-13-1,Uenodori,Nada-ku,Kobe-shi,Hyougo 657-0817 JAPAN

https://www.bagera.jp

Company Profile: There’s a reason for a small excitement. Exploring your personality, what and how 

you want to carry with. That is the beginning of BAGERA’s handcraft. BAGERA connects the world 

between you and what and how you carry with. By thorough tailoring and carefully examined 

materials, the created handcraft wears an instant charm. We hope the handcraft becomes precious 

after spending a long time together, as a whole procedure of building a house. Feeling up when you 

touch it. Makes you grin. To create such slight momentum, we saw the leather. There is no fixed 

meaning to this name. BAGERA, the sounds, the rhythm will come out from you unconsciously. We 

hope to keep in touch with you with a comfortable distance.

Products/ Concept: Our originality is “freedom” and “gorgeous”. You can find a sense of humor in 

our jewelry like bags and small handcrafts. We commit to texture, balance and one and the only 

characteristic of the leather.
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery

<ITEM1>

Tones Card/ SMOKE
Retail price in Japan:￥24,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 10.5cm x D 0.8cm x H 6.3cm

<ITEM２>

1/4 Wallet/ NAO COL.
Retail price in Japan:￥60,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9cm x D 1.5cm x H 9cm

<ITEM3>

Exotist/ HAND BLK
Retail price in Japan:￥450,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 16.7cm x D 2cm x H 17cm



Comodoz

Tokunaga Bussan co,Ltd／ Shozo Tokunaga／ comodoz@tokunaga.co.jp／ 81-78-585-7841／ 2F 3-5-5 Sannomiyacho Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi, Hyogo-ken 650-0021 Japan

https://shop.comodoz.com/

Company Profile

We have a mission to protect the Japanese traditional industry, and we have been working 

hard to spread the genuine value of the craftsmen who love their hometown and support 

the leather industry. Tokunaga Bussan contributes to the local community and society 

through leather, and passes it on to the next generation. 

Products/ Concept

Leather products have a great affinity with human beings, and the sense of unity and 

richness of expression that emerges from products that have been used over time, as well 

as the sensation of aging (aging) is irresistible. Tokunaga Bussan has been contributing to 

the leather industry, which is a traditional industry in Tatsuno City, Hyogo Prefecture, for 

many years and has been a tanner for many years.
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1> L-type small wallet
Retail price in Japan:￥5,400（Excluding tax）
Size: 12cm (width) x 10cm (height) x 1.5cm (height) 

Capacity: 10 bills, about 20 coins, 10 cards

<ITEM２> SHOZO wallet

Retail price in Japan:￥12,700（Excluding tax）
Size: 18cm (width) x 10cm (height) x 1.5cm (height)

Capacity: 10 bills, about 20 coins, 10 cards



Ebisu Co.／Ebisu Tabi Honpo

＜ Ebisu Co. ＞／＜Sumiko Shiraki＞／＜info@ebisutabi.co.jp＞／＜06-6765-6333＞ ／＜〒 540-0004  2F Kamimachi Rongpia, 2-4-13 Tamatsukuri, Chuo-ku, Osaka City＞

https://www.ebisutabi.co.jp

Company Profile

Founder Seisaburou Fukuda started tabi manufacturing in Honmachi, Osaka 
prefecture in 1861. Both existing and targeted customers have mainly been within 
the kimono industry, but lately getting recognized from the sports industry and 
those who do not wear kimono.

Products/ Concept

A new type of plantar arch length tabi with exposed fingertips.
This product is good for:◎ Those with standing jobs.◎ Those with arch troubles such as 
broad foot and hallux valgus.◎ Those with edema problems and tired feet.

By wearing cotabi that suits your size, it can help restore your arch and act as a supporter 
to help your feet.
It can also be worn inside socks and stockings for daily usage.
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

cotabi
Retail price in Japan:￥3,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 19cm x D 0.3cm x H 17cm

Weight: 40g

<ITEM２>

Curutabi
Retail price in Japan:￥3,000～3,200（Excluding tax）
Size: W 21cm x 1 ●cm x H 27cm

Weight:: 60g



For on Co.,Ltd. ／Cotch

＜ For on Co.,Ltd. ＞／＜Mr. Seiji Takahashi ＞／＜ info@foron.co.jp＞／＜81-76-203-0377＞ ／＜1-2-32, Hirosaka, Kanazawa, Ishikawa〒920-0962＞

https://cotch.foron.co.jp

Company Profile

Our company was established in 2003 as a graphic design office, and since the fall of 2016 

we have launched our first in-house brand "Cotch", a brand of natural accessories using 

walnut trees, which has received a great reception.

Products/ Concept

The forest where the walnut trees grow is Japan's richest forest. Spring, when life sprouts. 

Lush summer. Colorful autumn. A sleepy winter.  "Cotch" was born. Our products are 

carved and carefully finished with persimmon tannin and beeswax. 

Brooches, necklaces, earrings and hair accessories. Add the dreams of the walnut tree to 

your wardrobe.
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

Brooch
Retail price in Japan:￥850（Excluding tax）
Size: W 7.5cm x D 5.5cm x H 1.5cm

Weight: 10g

<ITEM２>

Pierced Earring
Retail price in Japan:￥1,200 ~ ￥2,200 （Excluding tax）
Size: W 5.5cm x D 5.5cm x H 2.8cm

Weight:: 15g

<ITEM3>

Necklace
Retail price in Japan:￥2,200（Excluding tax）
Size: W 7.5cm x D 8.6cm x H 3.5cm

Weight:30g



H₂O. Inc.  "Gold-Knot“ Gold leaf lace jewelry 

＜H₂O.Inc＞／＜Shinji Kamoya＞／＜info@h2o-d.jp＞／＜+81-76-205-6202＞ ／＜1-4-55,Nagamachi,Kanazawa,Ishikawa 920-0865,Japan ＞

https://gold-knot.com/

Company Profile Company Name : H₂O.Inc. H₂O.Inc.  specializes in package and 

graphic design, various traditional Japanese handicrafts, as well as works which use 

knitting techniques. 【Awards】2010 Ishikawa Sunrise Excellence in Entreprenerial

Venture Business Award 2014 Ishikawa Brand Accreditation, Award in Industrial Design, 

First Prize 2015 Special Award for Excellence in Brand Accreditaion from Kanazawa City

Products/ Concept

Gold-Knot, a delicate and feminine style jewelry using gold leaf on thread, was created in 

Ishikawa Prefecture where the traditional culture of Kaga Hyakumangoku has been handed 

down for centuries. Combining the 16th century European tatting lace technique with 

traditional Kanazawa gold leaf, a new and unique match have been achieved to exquisitely 

display beauty and elegance. Gold leaf is almost exclusively a tradition of Kanazawa. Now 

98% of all the gold leaf in Japan are produced  here in Kanazawa. 
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Kitchenware Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>
Gold-Knot necklace “Roue”

Retail price in Japan:￥30,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 4cm （pendant head） chain length 65cm

Weight: 5g        Silk thread, Gold leaf, Chain K14GF, Akoya pearl, Freshwater pearl

<ITEM２>

Gold-Knot earrings “Flageolet”
Retail price in Japan:￥20,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 3.0cm x H 5.5cm

Weight:: 2g      Silk thread, Gold leaf,  Post K10

<ITEM3>

Gold-Knot Napkin ring
Retail price in Japan:￥4,000（Excluding tax）
Size:  H 3cm   Circumference:16cm
Weight:3g Rayon, Gold leaf, Platinum leaf,  Brass 



Kamipita Japan CO.,LTD／Kamipita

＜Kamipita Japan CO.,LTD)＞／＜HONDA MASAKI＞／＜m.honda3233@outlook.jp＞ ／＜+81-050-5534-1575＞ ／＜〒 578-0932＞1-3-56,Tamakushichouhigashi,Higashi-Osaka-city,OSAKA,JAPAN

https://www.kamipita.com/

Company Profile

A company that manufactures, plans and sells Kamipita.

We manufacture and sell only the Kamipita brand.

Products/ Concept

Using a special Velcro material, Kamipita can be easily attached to the hair to keep the hair 

in place and also smoothly removed from the hair! This hair accessory leaves no marks on 

the hair and also causes no pain. We now offer several thousand varieties of Kamipita.

The bun hair stays firmly without any habit on the hair.

Kamipita is a hair clip that does not add habit to your hair.

When removing it, just comb it like a brush,Not just bangs! The back hair is also perfect! 

Stay!Various sizes! Various shapes!
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery

<Kamipita＆FLUFFY HOUSE>

Retail price in Japan:￥735（Excluding tax）
Size: W 10cm x D 5cm x H 0.5cm

Weight: 3.5g

<Kamipita>

Retail price in Japan:￥660（Excluding tax）
Size: W 10cm x D 5cm x H 0.5cm

Weight: 3.5g

<Kamipita Headband>
Retail price in Japan:￥1100（Excluding tax）
Size: W 36cm x D 1.8cm x H 0.5cm

Weight: 3.5g



keicofujita

keicofujita／ Keiko FUJITA／ kei@keicofujita.com／ +81 90 6272 4894／ 2-136 Kamiaraya Kanazawa Ishikawa JAPAN 921-8065

http://www.keicofujita.com

Company Profile
keicofujita was founded in 2011 to create a line of fashion accessories from industrial materials.

Its collections have been presented at galleries and department stores all over Japan. After participating in the 
Parisien trade show, Maison&Objet in 2017 the brand started to deal with overseas clients (boutiques, galleries and 
museum shops) mostly in Europe and in the States.

Products/ Concept
The industrial materials were for completely different purposes for which we found and created new and innovative 
applications such as jewelry. 

One of our collections, dodo series exemplifies our design ingenuity and originality...Simple tag pins are redesigned as 
high end contemporary jewelry.

We like to refer to our creations as up cycling.

Our products are mainly distributed through galleries and department stores throughout Japan. We target a high-end 
market with an eye for elegance.

In order to put an accent of elegance on the basic dodo collection, we developed another line using gold and platinum 
leaf, which is one of the important industries in Kanazawa.

Our jewelry made of industrial materials is very light and that makes the shipping cost to overseas clients inexpensive.
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM 1>

dodoHAKU basic necklace  

Retail price in japan :¥22,000
Size:W 22cm×D 0.8cm×H 22cm

Gross Weight: 26g

<ITEM 2>

dodo basic minimal earrings

Retail price in japan :¥4,000
Size:W 16cm×D 0.6cm×H 16cm

Gross Weight: 13g

<ITEM 3>

dodo+ TUBE necklace

Retail price in japan :¥25,000
Size:W 22cm×D 2.5cm×H 22cm

Gross Weight: 60g



KISSO CO.,LTD.／KISSO

＜ KISSO CO.,LTD. ＞／＜Tatsuo Nojiri / Seiichi Yoshikawa＞／＜nojiri@kisso.co.jp＞／＜0778-54-0355＞ ／＜〒916-0019 4-305-2 maruyama Sabae Fukui 916-0019 Japan＞

http://kisso.co.jp/

Company Profile
It is great pleasure to introduce our accessory brand KISSO. Our accessories are made of “cellurose acetate,” which is derived from natural material 
that uses cotton as its main ingredient. This base material of beautiful design is all imported from Italy. Our craftsmen spend enormous amount of 
time to meticulously shape them into accessories adored by many in Japan.

We take great pride in our accessories because:

They are comfortable to wear; gentle to your skin and light even when worn for long.

Their colors are rich.

They are ecologically sustainable because they are derived from cotton.

Since they are not mass-produced, each piece is one-of-a-kind.

Their pricing is reasonable; they typically sell in retailers in Japan from $50.

Products/ Concept

Accessory brand “KISSO” where “one in the world” can be found.

A colorful and exciting accessories.
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1>

Diroca RIng
Retail price in Japan:￥4,800（Excluding tax）
Size: W 1.1cm x D 0.7cm
Weight: ●1.7g

<ITEM２>

pendant loupe
Retail price in Japan:￥6,500（Excluding tax）
Size: w50 × h62 × t4 mm

Weight:: 16g

<ITEM3>

blacelet
Retail price in Japan:￥2,100（Excluding tax）
Size: w6 x ( inside ) ø60 x t4㎜
Weight:5g



K. K. International Ltd./KEIKO KUROISHI

K. K. International Ltd. / Keiko Kuroishi / info@kkintl.com / 81-797-72-1569 / 2-6-3, Mukoyama, Takarazuka, Hyogo, 665-0005, Japan

http://kkintl.com
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1> Silk Origami Scarf "TANABATA"
Retail price in Japan:￥15,000（Excluding tax）
Size: 54cm x 130cm wearing: approx 170cm

Weight: 30g

<ITEM２> Cotton Satin Mask 

"Etoiles Filantes (Shooting Stars)“ 

"L'Olivier(The Olive Tree)"
Retail price in Japan:￥3,600 (Excluding tax）
Size: 13.5cm x 21cm

Weight: 9g

<ITEM3> Silk Cutwotk Scarf  "L'Olivier(The Olive Tree)"
Retail price in Japan:￥17,000（Excluding tax）
Size: 53cm x 150cm  wearing: approx 175cm

Weight: 33g

Company Profile

KEIKO KUROISHI is the original textile brand established by the designer, Keiko Kuroishi, in 1995. With the exuberant selection of 

scarves with artistic colors as her core expression, she has been exhibiting her elegant and piquant collections in PREMIERE 

CLASSE, an international fashion accessory trade show in Paris, as well as in Tokyo. Her works have also been exhibited at the 

internationally acclaimed interior and lifestyle designs trade show, MAISON&OBJET, held in January 2014.

While the designer, Keiko Kuroishi, was working for the product planning in the apparel industry, she became strongly interested in 

fabric colors and patterns, which brought her to France in 1992. After completing her studies in textile designs in Paris, she made 

her debut as a designer in the British scarf collection in 1995. Since this first public appearance, she has been introducing her 

stylish designs, including her one-of-a-kind, original prints, which make the best out of the texture of material in line with the theme 

for every season. In particular, her works have been highly acclaimed through the masterful utilization of the pride precision 

techniques from Japan. Through the detailed cut works and delicate color gradation through dyeing, she has created an original 

outlook with high quality designs. Her masterpiece, "TANABATA", which is crafted from a single fabric applying the intricate net

design inspired from the origami ornament for the traditional star festival, Tanabata, is a long selling piece at many world renowned 

museums and shops, such as the Museum of Modern Arts in New York (MOMA).



MIWA CO., LTD. 

＜ MIWA CO., LTD. ／ Tsuyoshi Miwa   ／ office1@kk-miwa.com ／ 81-761-22-0811／ ＜〒923-0037 Tonya30, Komatsu, Ishikawa＞

https://www.hacobag.com

Company Profile:
Our company was founded in 1891.We sell packaging materials and kitchen utensils to 

restaurants and hotels. We have especially developed wedding products.

Products/ Concept

This product “Hacobag” is a tote bag. At first, We sold it as a bag to put in a bridal gift. 
Many people who got it, say “This bag is very easy to use. Please sell me.” So, We 
improved it for ease of use every day, and sold it. Hacobag is strong, light(450g), and has 
designability. Origin of the name is comes from box type (The box call “hako” in Japanese), 
and carrying (The carrying call “hakobu” in Japanese). Please touch and use it. You can 
feel it so convenient.
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>
Reusable Bag 30bags

Retail price in Japan:￥2,600×30（Excluding tax）
Size:  W45cm×H25cm×D40cm

Weight: 16Kg

<ITEM2>
Reusable Bag 30bags

Retail price in Japan:￥ 2,200 ×30（Excluding tax）
Size: W45cm×H25cm×D40㎝
Weight:14Kg



NISHIGUCHI KUTSUSHITA

＜Knitwin Co., Ltd.＞／＜ISATO NISHIGUCHI＞／＜info@11-11.jp＞／＜+81-80-2517-8059＞ ／＜〒 639-2161 195-7 Kido Katsuragi city Nara JAPAN＞

https://11-11.jp/

Brand concept

A Japanese sock brand produced by a company, established in 1950. We select natural 

materials of the finest origin, to create knitwear of incomparable quality and aesthetic 

distinction.

Products/ Concept

By repeatedly pre-washing the wool, we have developed a line of wool socks 
that are almost completely shrink-proof.
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Kitchenware Fashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1>

Praha Wool Jacquard Socks
Retail price in EUR:21.5€（Excluding tax）
Size: S36-40, M 40-44, L 44-48

<ITEM２>

Praha Mohair Wool Pile Socks
Retail price in EUR:24€（Excluding tax）
Size: S36-40, M 40-44, L 44-48

<ITEM3>

Praha Line Ribbed Socks
Retail price in EUR:16EUR（Excluding tax）
Size: S36-40, M 40-44, L 44-48



ofuku’

＜punica,LLC＞ ／＜Miyuki Konishi＞／＜info@ofukujapan.com＞／＜81-9079953190＞ ／＜〒5330033 1-17-5 Higashinakajima Higashiyodogawa-ku,Osaka,Japan＞

https://www.ofukujapan.com/

Company Profile

We’ll launch our brand in January 2011 as a social fashion brand to solve the poverty 

problem in Asia. We are creating fashion items using Nishijin-ori, a traditional Japanese 

woven fabric, all over the world. It aims to create employment for women in the sawing 

factories and real shops.

Products/ Concept

ofuku’ offers

Dresses,Shirt dresses,Tank-tops,Pants,Skirts,Shirt blouses,

Sandals,Bags

with Nishijin fabrics.

All made in Japan
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

Nishijin linen dress
Retail price in Japan:￥25,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 144cm x H 131cm

Color: Pink / Off-white / Mint

Weight: 1.8kg

<ITEM２>

Nishijin sandals
Retail price in Japan:￥15,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9cm x D 9cm x H 3.5cm

Color: Gold / Off-white / Silver

Weight:: 260g

<ITEM3>

Nishijin bag ”phoenix”
Retail price in Japan:￥12,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 40cm x D 50cm x H 6cm

Color: Yellow / Pink / Blue

Weight:145g



OSAKA PLASTIC INDUSTRY／ DAIYA BUTTON

＜ OSAKA PLASTIC INDUSTRY)＞／＜NAKAE Takashi (Mr.)＞／＜nakae@daipura.co.jp＞／＜ (+81) 06-6741-1181 ＞／
＜〒544-0033 8-22, 3 Chome , Katsuyama Kita , Ikuno-Ku , Osaka-City , Osaka , JAPAN ＞

http://www.daipura.co.jp/

Company Profile ; 

Osaka Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. , founded in 1902 and established in 1952, has its 

headquarters in Osaka City, Osaka. General trading for apparel sewing materials )Buttons, 

Hooks, Snaps  Synthetic leathers,  other fabrics and all other garment accessories ).

Products/ Concept

We develop our own brand "DAIYA BUTTON" and select a wide variety of high quality 

buttons such as natural, cute, gorgeous and basic types to support all fashion scenes 

throughout spring, summer, autumn and winter.
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商品画像1点
（レイアウト自由）

商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

WA Button
Retail price in Japan:￥100（Excluding tax）
Size: W 2.5 cm x D 2.5 cm x H 1.5 cm

Weight: 20g

<ITEM２>

Code cuffs
Retail price in Japan:￥50（Excluding tax）
Size: W 2cm x D 2cm x H 1cm

Weight:: 10 g

<ITEM3>

Marble stand
Retail price in Japan:
￥5500（Excluding tax）

Size: W 10 cm x D 25 cm x H 8 cm

Weight: 500 g

Cross-category/ Others



P2 co., Ltd ／Tochigi leather, Gevaert

P2 co., Ltd／＜kenji Fukunaga＞／＜k_fukunaga@p2co.jp＞／＜81722530550＞ ／＜〒 591-8025＞／ 1195-4 nagasone cho, kita ku, sakai city, Osaka, JAPAN

https://p2-web.com

Company Profile

P2co., ltd HAS ESTABLISHED IN 1989, We have developed so many designs so far, and 

keep our Japanese factory to search  new products which have not shown before and take 

much of good quality and brand new texture.

Since we are the manufacturer then we can offer at the reasonable price

Products/ Concept

As for this stylish flower mask, we have chosen the best design and good color which can 

be used on town use or formal use. Japan make

Elastic army belt: you can use this belt without caring for your waist  because of this elastic 

Not being loose not being tight Japan make

Tochigi leather wallet: they are all handmade in Japan 
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商品画像1点
（レイアウト自由）

商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery

<ITEM1>

MASK
Retail price in Japan:￥２５００（Excluding tax）
Size: W 13cm x H 21cm when spread

Weight: 15g

<ITEM２>

BELT
Retail price in Japan:￥１９００Excluding tax）
Size: W 3.5cm x L 120cm

Weight:: 85g

<ITEM3>

Tochigi leather wallet
Retail price in Japan:￥9800（Excluding tax）
Size: L 11.5cm x H 9cm when folded thickness 3mm

Weight:120g



Ueyama Textile Inc. ／OUPS™

＜Ueyama Textile Inc.＞／＜Yusuke Kobayashi＞／＜Yusuke_kobayashi@ueyamagroup.com＞／＜+81(0)6-6998-7333＞ ／＜〒570-0033 4-1-16, Omiyadori, Moriguchi, Osaka ＞

https://www.ueyama.net/
https://www.oups-official.com/

Company Profile

Ueyama Group was founded as a woven fabric manufactuer in 1948 in Banshu area, well 

known for yarn dyed fabric manufacture. Since then, we have developed a wide range of 

buisinesses and aligned them into aone-stop textile industry - from mindful selection of raw 

materials and yarn development, to enterprises in our corporate group such as fabric and 

garment manufactuer, apparel’s parts manufacturer and trading companies.

Products/ Concept

“OUPS” is an artist team based inTokyo and we gathered with the same slogan

“Happy! Fun! Love!”

HAPPY ! - Happy to gift,Happy to get. FUN ! - Fun to see,Fun to wear.

LOVE ! - Express your emotion. “OUPS” will always be with you.
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Kitchenware Fashion and Accessories Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1>

Dumpling Socks
Retail price in Japan:￥1,320（Excluding tax）
Size: 25～28cm / 22～25cm

Weight: 80g

<ITEM２>

TibetanRug Socks
Retail price in Japan:￥1,210（Excluding tax）
Size: 25～28cm / 22～25cm

Weight:: 60g

<ITEM3>

Yak Socks
Retail price in Japan:
￥1,760（Excluding tax）
Size: 22～25cm

Weight:60g



Urushi Art Hariya／Bisai

＜Urushi Art Hariya＞／＜Takayuki Hariya）＞／＜info@urushiarthariya.com＞／＜81-761-78-5154＞ ／＜2-124,Yamanakaonsen Tsukatanimachi, Kaga-shi, Ishikawa, 922-0111, Japan＞

https://www.urushiarthariya.com

Company Profile

Urushi Art Hariya is a company of handmade products established in 1981 that offers 

traditional Japanese crafts decorated using the maki-e technique. 

Products/ Concept

We create jewelry with mother-of-pearl and adorn them using maki-e, a lacquer craft 

technique that has been practiced in Yamanaka for over 200 years. Delicate and beautiful 

lacquer work is our specialty. With our desire to “bring more and more lacquer into our 

everyday lives,” we strive to create works that of showcasing the unconventional allure of 

lacquer through the combination of various materials.
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Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

BISAI Traditional Hemp Leaf Pattern Pendant

Retail price in Japan:￥30,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 0.9cm x D 0.9cm x H 0.25cm chain45cm

Weight: 1.2g

<ITEM２>

BISAI Traditional Hemp Leaf Pattern pierce
Retail price in Japan:35,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 0.9cm x D 0.9cm x H 0.25cm 

Weight:: 0.8g

<ITEM3>

Bisai Fuji Blue pendant
Retail price in Japan:￥18,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 0.7cm x D 0.55cm x H 0.1cm chain45cm

Weight:1g


